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A Representative View: Iliff Ave. Ped/Bike Bridge 
Could Reunite Divided Neighborhood 
by Jack Unruh, Overland Neighborhood Association 

Like a cash-strapped parent finally taking the kids out to
eat, the City’s funding machinery is lingering over its
short-listed menu of priority capital projects. Citizens who’ve
been paying attention play the children in the tableau,
standing on our seats and clamoring for our favorites. Lest
the scene be ruined by some heckler reminding us it’s the
kids’ money, let me zoom in on the urchins hollering for
Overland Park’s favorite: the long-called-for Bike/Pedestrian
bridge over Santa Fe Drive at W. Iliff Ave.

Before we hear the screeching from Overland about how
this sucker is way overdue, why has the bridge been
short-listed? Denver plans – Blueprint and Greenprint –
pursue New Urban walkability, reduced traffic and energy
use, and connected neighborhoods. The citywide Bike and
Pedestrian Master Plans both acknowledge that the
bike/ped demand to safely cross Santa Fe is underserved.
Both view the Iliff Bridge as genuinely needed. Here’s why
the need is growing critical.

West of Santa Fe at Iliff by just a couple of blocks is the
Platte River Greenway and the wonderful network of creek
and river trails that don’t cross streets at all for dozens of
miles. East of Santa Fe at Iliff is the largest bike/ped/skate
audience for the trail system at that latitude: thousands of
D.U. students, Platt Park and West University young
professionals, hospital workers and live-forever Boomers.
These are the people who use the trails ... but by and large,
they drive their cars to get their bikes there.

Add in that, two blocks from the proposed bridge, seven
years after it opened, the Delaware and Evans Light Rail
Station has spawned only one Transit Oriented
Development project, and you have another potential
audience – hundreds of residential units being held up in
part by lack of urban connectivity. Overland Neighborhood
Association is pursuing rezoning along Delaware near Iliff
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(a Blueprint Denver “Area of Change”) to send a “vision
message” to developers – and nothing will ratify that vision
as effectively as the proposed Iliff Bridge.

And now the screeching ... Overland Park straddles Santa
Fe, which just a generation ago was a four-lane blacktop
with stoplights and crosswalks, no worse than a countrified
Broadway. Now it is a six-lane, limited access Expressway
and as a result, Overland has lost population (1190 people
–33%), houses (462), businesses, neighborhood character
and connectivity.

Only a handful of us still walk to get across Santa Fe (on
the Evans viaduct – harrowing, even in good weather), and
there’s no Americans With Disabilities-compliant access. As
far back as 1993, the City-adopted Overland Plan
recommended the now way-overdue Iliff Bridge. It will fix
something, restore something, redress something, as well
as connect for the future – a future that in turn promises
new City revenue streams.

At the last of Mayor Hickenlooper’s six dialogues on
Denver’s future, I was heartened to hear the City’s working
definition of “urban sustainability,” the ultimate target of the
Mayor’s Greenprint Denver initiative. Paraphrased, it is “an
economy that actually benefits the environment in a way
that’s socially just.” We want to breathe cleaner as we use
less to prosper more. We want home to be in denser, safer,
more walkable, sociable live-work-play neighborhoods. We
want to save more energy over healthier, more active lives.
And we want to do so equitably, in every part of Denver.

If you’d like to connect more safely to Light Rail or the
Greenway – depending which side of the Santa Fe you live
on – leave a message for the Mayor at 3-1-1, or drop an
email to MileHighMayor@ci.denver.co.us.

We’re on a budget, kids. Yep, revenue is tight. But we do
have a place at the table, and it’s not bad manners to ask
when it’s your turn.
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